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The preceding analysis suggests that establishing rapport is a dynamic process which develops over time. Based on an extensive literature review, a nonverbal micro-
behavioral coding method was designed in order to focus on nonverbal components of  the interview process.   
Significance of  Coding a Specific Behavior: Gaze Aversion while Speaking 
•   A codebook was developed to assess the rate of   gaze aversion while speaking, a behavior expected to affect good rapport.  This measure assessed 
the frequency with which each child averted his or her gaze away from the interviewer while speaking in response to a posed question. Frequency was 
computed based on the number of  times the child’s eyes shifted away from the interviewer in any direction, or if  gaze was no longer visible (e.g., 
when the child’s head visibly shifted away from the interviewer’s direction).  

•   Gaze Aversion while Speaking was coded when children responded to open-ended questions during 4 different segments that occurred during the 
substantive portion of  all interviews.  Each of  these 4 segments corresponded with a specific Cognitive Interview technique: 

   Segment 1: First open recall involving open-ended narration by the child 
  Segment 2: Initial context reinstatement exercise in which the child mentally reestablishes the context and  
      experience of  the recalled event  
  Segment 3: Probe question to access information which has been encoded by children in multiple ways  
  Segment 4: Second context reinstatement exercise 

Inter-rater reliability assessing gaze aversion while speaking for the 4 identified segments ranged from an alpha of  .92 to .94. 

Abstract 
This study assessed the extent to which global rapport and gaze aversion when speaking relates to the amount of  children’s reports of  an experienced 
event.  Children (N= 29, 4-8 years) participated in a science presentation and later recalled the event to an unfamiliar adult using the Cognitive Interview.  
After accounting for age (B = .31), and pre-Interview Rapport (B = .03), the interview rapport rating was a significant predictor of  the quantity of  
information children recalled (B = 57; ΔF (1, 26) = 8.12, p < .01). Further, the number of  times a child broke gaze with the interviewer when responding 
to open-ended questions significantly correlated with both Interview Rapport (r = .61, p < .01) and recalled facts (r = .58, p < .01) and modestly associated 
with pre-Interview Rapport (r = .35, p < .10).  Additionally, children with high rapport engaged in more speaking gaze aversion (Ms = 1.28) when recalling 
information compared to their low-rapport peers, (Ms = 3.05), t (27) = 3.27, p < .01).  Results suggest that children with stronger rapport felt more 
comfortable using gaze aversion which then helped them concentrate on retrieval, a technique that facilitates greater recall.  

Introduction 

Study II: Results 

Study I : Methods 
Participants :  Twenty-nine 4 to 8 year old children (Mean AGE = 5 years, 6 months; 50% female) 

Procedure:  
I. Participants attended a 20-minute science presentation on spiders which included: 
•  Two adults presenting factual information and facilitating discussion 
•  Viewing 2 live tarantulas and examining a tarantula molting   
•  Learning facts about spiders, and making a spider craft. 

 II. Following an eight-week delay, children were interviewed about the event using the Cognitive Interview for Children (as  
 refined by McCauley & Fisher, 1995). 

 III. All interviews were transcribed verbatim and coded for Quantity of  Information Recalled. 

 IV. All interviews were coded for Quality of  Rapport 
•  A global rating of  rapport for each interaction between interviewer and child was obtained, designating high  

 rapport interactions as engrossing, friendly, harmonious, involving, and worthwhile. 
•  Rapport was measured by independent raters at two points during the interview 

 1.  During the pre-interview segment, which focused on creating a comfortable climate in which the child  
 could recall information and preparing the child for the types of  tasks she or he would perform during the  
 substantive portion of  the interview 
 2.  During the substantive portion of  the interview. 
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In the field of  medicine, interactions between medical professionals and their patients are perhaps as important to successful treatment as the technical 
and procedural endeavors taking place in laboratories and operating rooms.  Specifically with respect to the youngest patients, there is a crucial need for 
accurate, productive interrogative techniques during potentially intimidating and disorienting medical visits, emergency triage questioning, pre- and post- 
operational interviewing. Thus, it is in the interest of  young patients and their doctors that we develop reliable interview techniques and increase our 
understanding of  ways in which interpersonal rapport styles can facilitate the detail of  reports children give.  
Prior research has explored the use of  specific interview styles in order to facilitate child recall (McCauley, Langrock & Allen, 2007), and ways in which 
building rapport contributes to the facilitation of  child recall abilities (Redmond, 2005).  Synthesis of  these findings led to the design and implementation 
of  the present study.  In Study I, secondary coding and analyses of  data collected for McCauley, Langrock and Allen, (2007) assessed the extent to which 
substantive interview rapport creates comfort and facilitates necessary recall. Study II examined changes  in both behavior and rapport over time, and 
isolated a critical factor, gaze aversion while speaking, that contributed to quality and detail of  medical reports obtained in pediatric examinations. 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

Given that the frequency counts of  gaze aversion while speaking for each 
of  these four segments was correlated with Interview Rapport (rs = .33 
to .67) and the number of  facts recalled (rs = .38 to .58), we computed an 
overall mean speaking gaze aversion score.  Below presents the composite 
gaze aversion while speaking score with rapport and recall. 

Study I : Results 
Regression analysis assessing components of  rapport predicting the quantity of  children’s recall.  
As depicted below, after accounting for age (Step 1) and Global Ratings of  Rapport during the pre-interview portion of  the interaction (Step 
2), the Global Rating of  Rapport during the Substantive portion of  the interview was a significant predictor of  the quantity of  information 
children recalled about the spider event (Step 3).  This suggests that the dynamic interaction during the substantive portion of  the interview 
was associated with increased recall.    

Step 3: 

Step 1: 

Study II: Methods 

To assess whether the frequency with which gaze was averted while 
speaking varied as a function of  rapport, we computed a median split of  
the rapport ratings and compared the frequency of  gaze aversion for 
children with low and high Interview Rapport. Children who had lower 
Interview Rapport ratings had a lower frequency of  speaking gaze 
aversion compared to children who had higher Interview Rapport (Ms = 
1.28 and 3.05, respectively; t (27) = 3.27, p < .01).  

Results indicate that high-rapport children engage in more speaking gaze aversion when recalling information about a previously experienced event 
compared to low-rapport children.  This conclusion suggests that perhaps children with stronger rapport feel more comfortable using gaze aversion to 
help them concentrate on retrieval, a technique that can facilitate greater recall. Subsequently, the examination of  similar types of  nonverbal behaviors is 
necessary in order to fully optimize child interviewing protocols that benefit child interviewees as well as their clinical interviewers.  A worthwhile future 
direction for this research should involve the study of  gaze aversion while a child is thinking through his or her response to questions posed during the 
interview.  Results should indicate positive correlation between looking away while thinking and ability to recall information.  In addition, research 
should examine how the length of  each gaze aversion affects recall.  It appears upon initial examination of  our data that further defining whether 
instances of  aversion are short and occur rapidly or take place occasionally for longer time intervals would strengthen possible research conclusions.   

Study II : Results 


